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Weiler to be inducted into London Sports Hall of Fame 
It doesn’t take a second glance at Willie Weiler’s gymnastics career for his 
accomplishments to impress.  

 The LCC member won the Norton Crowe Trophy as Canada’s outstanding male 

athlete of the year in 1962, ’63 and ’64, beating out such notables as middle 

distance runner Bruce Kidd and sprinter Harry Jerome. 

 At the 1963 Pan-American Games in Sao Paulo, Brazil, he won three gold 

medals, four silver and one bronze, a performance that put his name in the 

Guinness World Records. 

 He participated in four successive Olympic Games: as a competitor in the 1964 

Tokyo Games; as a coach in Mexico City in 1968; as a judge in Munich in 1972; 

and as a judges’ official in the 1976 Montreal Olympics. 

 A horizontal bar movement that he introduced is officially known as the “Weiler 

Kipp.” To get name recognition a gymnast must be the first person to do 

something different in the Olympics or the World Cup. 

 Six weeks after emigrating from his native Germany to Canada in 1957, he became Canadian men’s senior 

gymnastics champion. Between 1957 and 1966 he would compete in eight Canadian championships, winning five of 

them. He won 26 individual-event gold medals. 

When Willie is inducted into the London Sports Hall of Fame on Nov. 7 (at Western Fair District’s Carousel Room), it will be 
another honour in a list that includes membership in: the Canadian Olympic Hall of Fame, the Amateur Athletic Union of 
Canada Hall of Fame and the Canadian Forces Hall of Fame. Weiler becomes the second LCC member to be inducted into 
the London Sports Hall of Fame in as many years. Last year’s inductee was three-time Brier competitor Ken Buchan. 

 See WILLIE WEILER Page 4 

LCC team hits the ice sliding in bid to win new curlers 
The London Curling Club’s promotion team has been quick out of the hack this fall 
taking our sport to the public. Connie Weir, Gord Sellery and I have met with 
representatives from the new neighbourhood condos and apartments, advertised our 
curling clinics in the London Free Press, posted LCC flyers at local arenas, sports clubs 
and fitness clubs, contacted many area and special interest newspapers/newsletters to 
promote our club and sport, and had flyers placed in every branch of the London Public 
Library.  There will be an article about our club in the Minor Hockey News in November, 
complete with pictures. 

Roger Moyer, chair of the Member Services Committee, has given each new member a 
survey/questionnaire to determine how he/she heard about us, why each chose curling 
and the LCC, and how the person’s expectations and needs are being met—or are not 
being met. This should help us determine how we can better get our slice of the London 
entertainment pie. Joyce Hetherington and her coaching team are asking similar 
questions at clinics.  

     See ATTRACTING NEW CURLERS Page 4 
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LCC Club Coach roster now totals 25 
The LCC started the curling season of by playing host to an Ontario Curling Association Club 
Coach Clinic on Sept. 28 and 29. Of the 12 applicants attending the clinic, eight were from the 
LCC, which brings our complement of club coaches to 25. Special thanks must be given to 
Joyce Hetherington for all her work in organizing the facility and preparing the lunch on both 
days for all the participants and instructors. 

On Oct. 5, the LCC held a novice and intermediate clinic. Both were well attended and again 
we want to thank all the club coaches for their time and effort. Be sure to watch for more 
clinics coming in November, January and February. 

By the time of printing our over-ice cameras will be up and fully operational. There has been 
great discussion about installing another six cameras over the ice at the lounge end and the 
board would be interested in any feedback, pro or con, that you can give us on this project. 

The Pro Shoppe is up and running with the usual hours of 8:30 a.m.- 4 p.m., Monday to Friday. However, from Monday to 
Friday, every league has a Pro Shoppe sales person in their ranks who is able to access the shop and sell you all your 
needs at any time.  Don’t forget you can trade in your old broom heads and grippers for a $5 discount off a new one. The 
Pro Shoppe has been relocated to the basement, making it much more accessible. Richard Rodgers, our Pro Shoppe 
coordinator, has added an intermediate and advanced equipment package to the novice package, so be sure to see the Pro 
Shoppe for all your Christmas needs. 

The advertising committee is responsible for bringing about $10,000 of extra revenue to the club each year, but the 
committee is down a couple of members this year and badly needs a couple of volunteers. Please contact chair Don Agnew 
if you interested in helping out. Don assures me that there is no heavy selling involved. 

On Nov. 4, we welcome back high school curling to the LCC. The schools from Thames Valley will be playing twice a week 
(Monday and Thursday, from 3:15 to 5:15 p.m.). Fitting this league into the club calendar required juggling of many other 
leagues and we appreciate their co-operation. Introducing these potential future members to the LCC will help revitalize our 
club for years to come. 

John Crosby, LCC President 

Learn to Curl accepts members who ‘drop in’ for help 
Tuesday night’s Learn to Curl has started off well with many enthusiastic new curlers, a small number of equally eager 
returnees, as well as willing and able coaches. 

The new curlers are progressing through two-gripper (both sides) sweeping, stick delivery and balanced slide delivery. 

We rotate through the 5, 7 and 9 p.m. time slots and each 7 p.m. session begins upstairs with new discussion, 
demonstration and question-and-answer time. 

We have had a line-of-delivery demonstration and will continue with that instruction.  Video feedback opportunities will be 
coming shortly. 

Through the club’s “two free nights at Learn to Curl” policy, we have had curlers from other leagues “drop in” for instruction.  
While this can be a slight distraction from our attention with new curlers, it is important for our club that all our members 
improve and maintain a comfort level in their safety, technique and competitiveness. 

Jack Nichol 
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Curling psychology a hit that may stay 
Do you like to stay in your comfort zone when curling? Do you know how to focus in the hack? 

These are a couple of the issues Kyle Paquette tackles in his job as a mental performance consultant for the Canadian 
Curling Association, which involves work with coaches and the national men’s and women’s teams. 

Paquette, who has undergraduate and Master’s degrees in psychology and human kinetics and is a PhD candidate at the 
University of Ottawa, thinks the most important mental challenge for athletes is to understand their comfort zone.  

“As competitors, we have a comfort zone. The best are aware of that and train to expand that comfort zone. A large majority 
of my focus is to create training environments to push them outside of their comfort zone and expand that zone.” 

Otherwise, when they find themselves outside that zone in competition, “what happens is their stress response turns on, 
their heart rate increases, they lose feeling in their hands and have a panic reaction,” says Paquette. “The only way is to put 
them in that atmosphere. But a lot of athletes and coaches do just the opposite. They try to create environments where 
athletes feel comfortable.” 

Ducking the problem doesn’t solve it. Paquette draws a parallel to business.  CEOs may hope they aren’t asked certain 
questions but prepare answers anyway. Thus, they’re ready to answer them and it is easier to keep their cool. 

Then there’s the issue of focus. Many of us think we can do it, but do we even know what it means? 

Paquette doesn’t think so, calling focus “probably the most misused word in sports. Many people don’t understand the 
meaning of ‘true focus.’ Focusing is the absence of thought. Thinking and focusing are on opposite sides of the scale. 
Focusing is using your senses. If you are curling, you focus on the execution of your shot.” 

To do that, you need to use the sense that works best for you and allows you to “stay in the moment.”  

“For some curlers it’s feeling the correct pressure on the rock handle. Others say they feel the cool breeze on their cheeks 
as they slide out of the hack. Some say they feel the pebble under their slider.” 

National coach Jim Waite says the key thing in mental preparation is that it is applicable. “It is not airy-fairy pie in sky. 
These are practical things you can do.” He says former Ottawa curler Anne Merklinger found her team had lost more games 
in the morning than at any other time of the day.  

“They thought they weren’t ready mentally to curl. So they started getting up at 6 a.m. to play bridge,” says Waite. “It made 
a huge difference. They were ready to play.” 

Another strategy for morning games is to have the players stand in a bathtub in ice water for one minute. “That gets you 
activated in a hurry. Your whole body gets activated, mentally and physically.” 

In terms of focus, Waite says golfer Tiger Woods can stay in his zone for a whole round. For most curlers it is impossible to 
do that for an entire game.  

“One thing you can do is go in and out of focus,” he suggests. “That is something every curler can do.” 

Except for Kevin Martin, all the top teams work with a sports psychologist, says Waite. Colleen Jones had a sports 
psychologist but not a coach when she was winning national and world championships. Today, Kevin Koe’s only coach is 
John Dunn, a sports psychologist. 

Club curlers can help their game by using some of the mental strategies. Waite says an important one is “You need some 
way to park bad shots and focus on good shots. We encourage players to have a bank of good shots and bring them back 
two ends later when the same shot comes up again.”  

Still, he urges coaches to be careful not to get new curlers too involved in it. If they’re not having fun it turns them off the 
game. “Once they want to become competitive curlers, it becomes important.” 

Burt Dowsett 
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WILLIE WEILER: This gifted athlete competed in several sports  
While Weiler’s fame is not related to curling, he has achieved something 
that most curlers would not even try. Knee-replacement surgery usually 
prompts curlers to either use the stick or leave the sport. Willie still 
delivers a rock conventionally, sliding to the hog line, despite having – not 
one, but two artificial knees. 

“Someone said ‘try it again,’ ” he recalls. So he did, adapting his slide to 
compensate for the fact neither knee could bend more than 90 degrees. 

Willie and his wife, Faye, also an LCC member, took up curling in 1981, 
when his career in the Canadian Armed Forces brought them to London. 
He wrapped up his military career here as a physical education instructor 
for five years at Wolseley Barracks. 

The knee operations in 1995 kept him out of curling for a year or two, but 
now at age 77, he still curls several games a week. 

“It has to grow on you,” Weiler says of curling. “I loved it and stuck with it. 
I did a lot of skipping, but now I want to play vice, only. This is where I get 
a little bit in shape. I hate to work out (in a gym) because when I did 
gymnastics we didn’t need to work out. Everything you needed (in fitness 
training) you get from gymnastics. Now, to stay in shape, I sweep hard.” 

As a former physical education instructor, he’s delighted to see that the top competitive curlers have embraced fitness with 
a passion. “Look at the Northern Ontario rink, how fit they are,” he says of Brad Jacobs’ Brier championship team. “It 
obviously has to help them.  Look at (Newfoundland’s Brad) Gushue and his rink. They’re all in good shape. You have to be 
nowadays.” 

Today, elite athletes tend to stick to their sport of specialty, but Weiler comes from an era when participating in multiple 
sports was common. “I played soccer in Germany,” he says. “Here, I played soccer (he went as a goalie to the Canadian 
Armed Forces championships), volleyball, track and field, the long jump and shot put. I played a good game of badminton 
and I did a lot of springboard diving in the pool.” 

But now, Willie’s focus is on curling. He had been active as a skip in two daytime competitive leagues at the LCC, Teasdale 
and Winexpert. This year, he’s playing in the senior men’s group, which is offered five days a week. 

“I enjoyed the decision making but I also liked to bring the lead and second into my thinking process. I’d have three guys to 
help me out,” he says. “I like the comradeship in curling but I hate to lose. That’s just my nature. You have to be like that if 
you want to be a champion. But now I am more mellow.” 

Whether the “rings” you are competing in are on the curling ice or in a gymnastics event, Willie says “If you don’t have it 
mentally you won’t make it. Self-confidence is a big part of any sport.” 

Burt Dowsett 

ATTRACTING NEW CURLERS: Word-of-mouth best promotion 
Given the choices, what would lead someone to choose curling, and to choose our club?   One answer has to be the 
atmosphere at LCC.  I really feel that we are “a small-town club in a big city.”  When you throw in free learn-to-curl clinics, 
instruction for anyone from eight years old to their 80s, the wide variety of leagues and skill levels, and all our wonderful 
social activities, we have a sweet deal. 

From the 80 participants in the free Oct. 5 clinic, only five were here because they saw a flyer or offer in the Free Press. 
This was a little discouraging for our hard-working promotion team, but brought the truth into stark relief: 

There is no better vehicle for promotion than word-of-mouth via club members. 

This is where you, as a club member, come in.  I know you have probably mentioned our club to friends, but please go 
beyond friends. Maybe you belong to a service club, or other organization that might have potential new members.  If you 
know someone who will soon be retiring, or is new to London, invite them to a free Tuesday evening “Learn to Curl” session 
or one of the drop-in daytime men’s games.  The Learn to Curl Tuesday evening league has four entry points during the 
year, with membership dues pro-rated.  Pick up some club brochures from the office and hand them out at work or play.  To 
keep our club thriving, we need you. We are already doing so many things right: our clinics, our little-rock, junior and 
bantam curling programs, our bring-a-friend events, our February Family Day, and our Grade 7-8 Learn to Curl program. 

Marj Dudley 

Editor's note: This is the first in a series of stories on the LCC's efforts to grow the sport. 
 

Gymnast Willie Weiler performs on the vault. 
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New or returning 

members boost 

WDS ranks 
Nine “new or returning” members of the 
Women’s Daytime Section are joining us this 
year as the WDS kicked off its season with its 
opening meeting on Oct. 2. 

Incoming WDS chair Carole Darowski and past-
chair Dot McCrae convened the event. Curlers 
were welcomed back by LCC president John 
Crosby, club manager Doug Petch and Pro 
Shoppe director Richard Rogers. New WDS 
members were introduced and welcomed.  

Two WDS jitneys were held on Oct. 8 and 10, 
convened by Doreen Stacey and Linda Karl. 
Sixty-three curlers signed up and many played new positions, so the teams were balanced. Participants played six-end 
games. It was a great way to start the season and to welcome new curlers to our club and to the WDS.  

The Caryl Baker Visage event, convened by Sydney-Ann Davidson and Pam Harrison, began on Oct. 15, while the Young 
& Co. event, convened by Karen Shearer and Jinx Findlay, began on Oct. 17. The Friday morning competitive league, 
convened by Fay Weiler and Linda Bailey, threw their first rocks on Oct. 18. 

The October Card Party, convened by Jean Cameron, Lynda Reesor and Jean Walmsley, was held on Oct. 30. 

Upcoming events in November are: Jeanettes’ Early Bird Bonspiel on Nov. 6, convened by Sandra Fox and Lesley Smith; 
Skins on Nov. 21, convened by Fay Weiler; Bring A Friend on Nov. 27, convened by Marilynne VanBuskirk; as well as the 
Goldline Tuesday event, which begins Nov. 26.  The Marshall’s Pasta Mill event will begin on Dec. 5. 

Marnie Dickout, Vice Chair 

The members of the London Curling Club’s 2013-2014 executive are – Front  row: Carole Darowski (WDS observer); Fay Weiler 
(secretary);  Dave Weber (executive member); Joyce Hetherington (skills & development); Roger Moyer (membership services). 
Back Row: Don Agnew (advertising); John Crosby (president); Paul Roth (vice-president); Dave Peeling (treasurer); Richard 
Rodgers (Pro Shoppe); Paul Pergau (leagues/OCA); Marjorie Dudley (promotion). Absent from photo is Gord Sellery (past 
president). 

Members of the Women’s Daytime Section executive for 2013-14, are, from  
left to right:  Mardi McLachlan (games co-ordinator), Marnie Dickout (vice-
chair), Carole Darowski (chair), Jan Murray (assistant games co-ordinator), 
Sylvia Leuszler (secretary), Dot MacRae (past chair), Donna Millar 
(trophies), Marilynne Van Buskirk (insert, photographer/historian). 
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Women draw the button after belated entry to curling 
While the London Curling Club wasn’t a leader in women’s suffrage, once members of the fairer sex gained membership 
and voting rights they definitely made a positive impact. 

Women, both inside and outside the Women’s Daytime Section, play major roles in making the club run smoothly through 
areas such as coaching, bonspiels, outreach, fund-raising, serving on the board of directors and many more. 

While the club was founded in 1848, it wasn’t until 1951 that women were invited to curl. History has it that some of the 
younger men wanted to compete in mixed curling with their wives, but a few other men wanted to keep it all male. While 
one of their leaders was away and missed the Annual General Meeting, it was passed that women would be allowed to 
curl. The leading dissenter was soon onside and presented the women with their first trophy.  

But it took a while for them to become members and gain voting rights. Karen Lowry recalls that when she and her 
husband, Don, joined the club in 1977, she could play but could not be a member. That changed in 1988, when women 
gained voting rights and full membership. For years now, women have held positions on the board of directors, including 
the presidency. 

“When we started there were a lot of men who still believed there was no room for women,” recalls Ruth Prentice, who 
began curling in 1961, shortly after her husband, Al, had joined. “The daytime women were the only (women’s) group out 
there.” 

She did play some nights later, when she and Al began mixed curling. 

The LCC has been a cherished club for the Prentices. They have curled at the club for a combined 102 years – 53 for Al 
and 49 for Ruth.  

“I’m still a social member but I stopped curling three years ago,” says Ruth. “The first few times I curled I thought this is sort 
of a stupid game, but once I got into it I loved it. I liked the game. I liked the sociability. There was the strategy and it’s a 
team sport. And with the women’s group there were lots of different events.  Some of our friends that we curled with are still 
our friends.” 

Ruth served as president of the Women’s Daytime Section, recalling that it was the only women’s section for a long time. 
“They (WDS members) have done a lot of work. They have been great volunteers.” 

Then, as now, word of mouth was a major driver in gaining new members. Al Prentice was introduced to the club by his 
bosses at London Life, Reg Sumner and Ted Hart. Al, in turn, brought his wife to the club. 

Women’s curling has evolved over the years. Karen Lowry and Sharon Sivak, having just come off the ice from the Friday 
morning Daytime Women’s Competitive League, say the league came about as a means to get good competition and 
improve.  

On and off the ice, women have come a long way at the LCC. 

Burt Dowsett 

Elite curlers offer insight into game on Ask Me Anything 
Ask Me Anything, a feature on the Canadian Curling Association’s website in which the sport’s top stars respond to fans’ 
questions posed via Twitter or Facebook, offers interesting insights. 

On Curling TV, a moderator relays the questions that range from processes that could help club curlers to second-guessing 
decisions in major events. 

For instance, 2010 Olympic silver medalist Cheryl Bernard says her team members deliberately put themselves under 
stress in training to see how they react. 

“Do we breathe shallow? Do we get uptight? Do we up our weight?” she asks. 

Ben Hebert and Marc Kennedy, lead and second respectively on Kevin Martin’s team that won the gold medal at the 
Vancouver Olympics, were asked about a controversial decision by Martin in the 2009 world final in Moncton, N.B. that 
they lost to Scotland’s David Murdoch. Martin opted to throw away his first rock in the last end and then missed his final 
shot. The question to the front end was did they set up that shot later. Kennedy said they did and there were other options. 
The last shot was a nose hit that “didn’t work out.”  

But the experience helped them the following year at the Olympics. The pressure was then transferred from them to 
Murdoch and the Martin teammates, knowing they had lost a game they should have won, quit their jobs to become full-
time curlers for a year. That gave them the luxury of time that carded athletes such as Murdoch enjoy. 

http://www.curling.ca/curlingtv/2013/10/21/ask-me-anything-ama-with-cheryl-bernard/ 

http://www.curling.ca/curlingtv/2013/10/21/ask-me-anything-ama-with-marc-kennedy-and-ben-hebert/ 

http://www.curling.ca/curlingtv/2013/10/21/ask-me-anything-ama-with-cheryl-bernard/
http://www.curling.ca/curlingtv/2013/10/21/ask-me-anything-ama-with-marc-kennedy-and-ben-hebert/
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Certification weekend at LCC 
nets club eight new coaches  

Eight more Club Coaches were certified for the LCC on the 
last weekend in September as our club played host to the 
Ontario Curling Association.   

Our youngest is Kristen McDonald, a university student 
who also provides the leadership for our Little Rocks 
program every Sunday morning. Our other coaches are all 
seasoned veterans of indeterminable age and great 
enthusiasm for curling.  They are ready to help out with 
coaching our various Learn to Curl programs and our five 
annual clinics.  

Now certified, along with Kristen, are Paul Pergau, Kevin 
McDonald, Pat Boothe, Darlene ten Haaf, Stan Smith, Dan 
Neeb and Jinx Findlay.  Kevin and his team worked hard 
to get the ice ready by the end of September in spite of a 
record heat wave.  Remember when the thermometer 
spiked at 36 degrees Celsius.  

Our Skills and Development Committee hosted this event 
and we now have reached our quota of coaches needed 
for the upcoming season. We extend our thanks to these 
people who worked hard at their game and gave up a 
beautiful autumn weekend to attain the Club Coach 
Certification. 

Joyce Hetherington 

coaching@londoncurling.ca 
We are announcing the club’s latest service to our members 
who want to kick their game up a notch. By emailing the above 
address, you are requesting a little coaching help from one of 
our Club or Competitive Coaches.  Just let us know when you 
are available, what you might like some help with and then we 
pair you with a coach.  You can have a conversation about 
game strategy, team building or go on the ice to work on your 
delivery or brushing skills. Perhaps you want to video your 
delivery. There is no charge for this service and we are here to 
help members with their game. 

Skills and Development Committee 

Spring Thaw bonspiel 
scheduled for Jan. 11 

Welcome back curlers. Please mark Saturday, Jan. 11 on your 
calendar. Our club will play host to the annual Spring Thaw 
Mixed Bonspiel. It will be a full day of curling, including: two 
eight-end games, a hot full-course lunch, coffee, snacks and 
prizes.  The game times will be determined when all teams are 
registered. (The deadline is Dec. 23). The cost is $120 per 
team, or $30 per individual. Sign your team up early at the club 
to avoid disappointment.  

For more information, contact convener Steve Hobbs at 226-
663-1404, or stevekhobbs@hotmail.com. 

 

Dan Neeb, one of eight new LCC Club Coaches 
certified by the Ontario Curling Association, works on 
the crucial skill of delivery.  

  

mailto:stevekhobbs@hotmail.com
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Terry Walker loses final 

on last-rock takeout 
Terry Walker’s LCC rink lost the final of the Dominion Club 
men’s zone playdowns on the last rock. 

“It was a real good competition,” Walker said of the event, 
which was held at the Ingersoll and District Curling Club Oct. 
18-20. 

Ilderton skip Brad Hertner had the hammer in the last end 
and secured a trip to the Ontario finals with an open hit for 
the victory. 

Walker’s rink of Jason Larocque, Paul Poole and Terry 
Nelson had won their first three games, beating Jim Jenkins 
from Highland, John Young Jr. from Chatham Granite Club 
and Grant Collison of Sarnia. 

The organizers combined the 16 zones into eight regions for 
this event. 

Walker said while several teams had not played very much 
because the season had barely started, it didn’t seem to 
adversely affect the calibre of the play. 

Wendy Foster, who skipped the LCC’s team in the women’s 
Dominion Club playdowns, said the early start was “more of 
a factor for the other clubs. Our club had ice.  We were the 
first to play on the ice in Woodstock. It was swingy but 
everyone is in the same boat.” 

Foster’s rink of Rhonda Persichilli, Dayna Dann and 
Roxanne Petten got a bye in their first game, before losing 
two close games to Debbie Brown of Brant Curling Club and 
Lynne Kanters of Beach Grove. 

“We had them on run for both games. We were in control,” 
Foster said. “Then Lynne would make a wonderful shot. My 
last rock (against Kanters) had to be a miracle shot to win. I 
was close.” 

Care urged in protecting 
ice surface 

It’s repetitive but necessary to remind curlers every new 
season of the important role they should play in protecting 
the ice. 

Head ice technician Kevin Breivik says it takes just three 
seconds for a hand or a knee resting the ice to melt it and 
distort the playing surface. Only your curling shoes and 
broom should be on the ice and both of them should be 
clean. When cleaning your broom, do it over a garbage pail, 
not the ice or the walkway behind the hacks. 

“Most of the dirt on the ice is lint, the same stuff out of your 
(clothes) drier,” says Breivik. “Stay away from wool shirts.” 

A process top-flight competitive curlers do routinely now but 
rarely seen in club play is cooling down their slider before a 
game. Kevin suggests curlers step on the ice with their non-
sliding foot, and slide down and back on the dividing line 
between two sheets. By the time they get back, their shoes 
will have been on the ice for about a minute, which is 
sufficient to guard against melting. If there is some melting 
early in the process it will be on the sheet dividing line 
where a rock is unlikely to travel. 

If you see elite players on TV moving their hands or fingers 
on the ice surface during their delivery it won’t melt the ice 
because the movement means they are not in the same 
spot long enough. Still, says Kevin, “it’s better not to do it.” 

When top players do distort the ice it’s usually where they 
stop in their delivery and watch the shot, he says. The front 
end of the opposing team then cleans that spot right away 
to prevent melting and an ensuing pick. 

Self-discipline in protecting the ice is important. There is no 
time between draws to look for damage and fix it. 

Pro Shoppe plans Christmas sale 
The LCC Pro Shoppe wants to thank club 
members for their support and advise them to 
watch for its Christmas sale, in the near future. 

Richard Rodgers  

  

  
 

10% off paint 
for LCC 

members 


